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^ å É ï é á É Å É I of royal provenance, has
been added to the Nationalmuseum’s collection of furniture. The chair was made
when the royal family moved into the Royal
Palace in Stockholm in NTRQ, an occasion
when great efforts were made to create a
modern interior for official occasions. The
Palace was decorated mainly with Swedish
furniture made by Stockholm’s best craftsmen.
The chair that has now been acquired,
a “rygglänstol” (a chair with a backrest but
no armrests), is believed to have been created for the royal dining room, the so-called
Pillar Hall. It was intended for one of the
children of the royal couple, the future
kings Gustav III or Karl XIII, or their
younger brother Prince Fredrik Adolf. In
the strict hierarchy of the royal court, the
design of a chair was not left to chance.
King Adolf Fredrik and Queen Lovisa
Ulrika sat on gilt armchairs with exquisite
carvings, their offspring had gilt chairs with
similar carvings, and guests who were permitted to sit down were given one of the OQ
yellow-painted chairs with simpler carvings

Chair, attributed to Carl Hårleman (NTMMÓNTRP).
Probably produced by Lorentz Nordin
(NTMUÓNTUS), Stockholm c. NTRQ.
Gilt wood, fabric, e NMNI i RSI t TM cm.
Purchase: Barbro Osher Fund.
Nationalmuseum, åãâ NMQLOMNPK
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that made up the rest of the suite.1 One feature that demonstrated the rank of the
chairs used by the royal children was that
the backs were also adorned with carvings.
Such niceties were usually considered unnecessary, since 18th-century chairs stood
with their backs against the wall according
to the interior fashion.
To comprehend the difference in rank
between the royal children’s chairs and
those of the other guests, we can compare
the respective prices for production and
gilding. The carved frame for a princely
chair cost QS Silver Thaler, while the chair
frames for guests cost less than a quarter, V
Silver Thaler. In addition, gilding cost QM
Silver Thaler per chair. All chairs in the royal dining room were upholstered in silk
damask woven in Sweden and supplied by
Barthelemé Peyron. The silk had a crown
pattern.
According to the preserved accounts,
the chair frames were probably made by
Lorentz Nordin, and the decor carved by
one of the French or Swedish ornamental
wood-carvers employed in the Palace workshops. The “designer” of the chair is unknown, but it is characteristic of the palace
architect Carl Hårleman’s stylistic ideals.
Hårleman died in NTRP, the year before the
chair was made, but his taste continued to
influence the commissions carried out after
his death.
The subsequent provenance of the
chair (according to word of mouth, it stood
in the Gustavian Opera House until this was
demolished in NUVO2 ) indicates that its ceremonial role was eventually forgotten. A
further indication of this is that arm rests
were added some time in the NVth century,
to increase its status; the chair still has
marks from this adjustment.
The Nationalmuseum’s purchase of
this fine piece of furniture of royal provenance was made possible by a generous
contribution from the Barbro Osher Fund.
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